DJ Bogdan Isterik(Astana).
Progressive House, Club  House,
TOUR   RIDER
            
Observe the rightness of writing of a stage name of artist Dj Bogdan Isterik in the printed products of event.
In case of non-fulfillment of one of the below enumerated terms of rider DJ has a right to shorten or stop the performance to finding out of circumstances.

Organizational requirements to the inviting side:
1. Payment of passage of DJ in both sides. Variants of moving : air flight, train transport(only compartment), if time on the way occupies not more than twenty-four hours. Tickets are bought and sent by the organizers of event beforehand(not later than two weeks to  the set date). At the visit of country with the visa regime of entrance the organizers of event without fail provide an artist a visa.
2. Providing of residence of DJ during guest performances only in a hotel. Single-seat number of middle class(presence of hot shower and television, internet necessarily). To arrival of DJ in a city a number already must be prepaid and all necessary documents are filled. 
3. Providing of valuable feed(no less 3th one time per a day) during all stay in city
4. Organization of transfer of artist(an airport(train station) is a hotel - airport(train station)) and transfer to the place of realization of event and back in a hotel. All movements of DJ on a city come true only on a car.
5. To provide safety of health and property of artist during all stay in city of realization of event, and also during his performance.
6. Grant of cold and restorative and alcoholic tankards during all performance. During the presence of DJ on a ground PRESENCE of EXTRANEOUS PERSONS is CATEGORICALLY FORBIDDEN! Being of guard is needed in a direct closeness from the stage.
7.  On playbills and flyers events necessarily must be represented official  logotype or photo of DJ.

Other terms: 
1. The record of work of DJ is categorically forbidden on any type of carrier without official permission of director  DJ or DJ. In case of permission of record of set producing of this record is categorically forbidden on any type of carrier! 
2.  All questions, touching MASS-MEDIA, accord with DJ beforehand
3. DJ does not carry to responsibility for blowing off a performance from a delay air voyages, delay of trains, breakage of cars, and also acts of God. In case of force-majeure a performance is carried upon other free date(the repeated flight is paid by an inviting side).

Terms of payment : 
50% pre-pay is enumerated by system of Western Union(or in the similar reliable translation of money systems) in currency of EURO or USD in time not later 15(fifteen) calendar days to day of realization of event. In case of abolition of performance, through fault of organizers the enumerated money does not return and taken into account as a forfeit.
Remaining 50% of fee is paid a few hours prior to an event. 
In default on the performance of DJ is carried on agreeing of parties to other date or abolished.

Technical requirements to the performance:
- 2 CD- of record player of CDJ Pioneer 1000(or CDJ 2000)
- 2 Vinyl record players of Technics SL1210 MK2( or MK3)
- Mixer Pioneer DJM 800(or DJM 400, 600,1000,2000)
- Monitor by power no less than 300 watts.

All apparatus of receiving party must be fully on-condition. Any other technical requirements come into question with an artist beforehand.

Contacts:
Telephone: +7 707 470 0470
E - mail: djbogdanisterik@list.ru


